
new client welcome 
& engagement packet

We welcome you to the Distance Healing Journey, a program of  
Instituto Paititi, a non-profit organization based in Peru (hereinafter  

referred to as “Paititi Institute”). Thank you for the time you shared with us 
on the orientation call. It is essential to have had that opportunity to make 

a deeper connection and determine that we are an appropriate and  
harmonious fit. As we shared in the orientation call your first step is to 

review the information enclosed in this packet and return the portions that 
require your input and signature back to us. 

Please take some time today to read through the entire Distance Healing 
Journey Client Engagement Package carefully, save a copy for your  

reference and print, fill out and submit pages 1-5 of this document that 
require your signature within 5 business days of the date this package 
was emailed to you. We will commence your program once we receive 
your forms. You can submit your forms by scanning and emailing to:

 distancehealing@paititi-institue.org

Thank you! We look forward to working with you.

welcome to the

distance 
Healing
Journey

awaken & empower your inner healer



Distance Healing Journey Engagement Agreement

By enrolling in the Distance Healing Journey and signing this Engagement Agreement you are 
making a commitment to engage in holistic transformational work, remotely, with our international 
team of facilitators. Our work is a multi-disciplinary holistic approach to wellness education rooted 
in indigenous healing traditions and contemporary psychology perspectives. Together we will focus 
on bringing attention to disharmonious habits of thinking and acting in order to foster further insight 
and desired changes in your life. This Journey requires a deep commitment on your part. By enrolling 
you are electing to make a concentrated effort towards wellness and healing and understand that 
it takes time and engagement with each of your facilitators and with yourself to create your desired 
outcomes. The Distance Healing team is here to support you through your process by sharing 
presence, information, wisdom and insights we find essential throughout the journey of healing 
transformation. For the sake of clarity, you are not allowed to enroll on behalf of another person or 
to seek information that is not intended for your own personal transformation. The Distance Healing 
Journey is only designed for the person who seeks transformation for himself or herself. 

The current fees for the Distance Healing Journey are set forth online at 
www.paititidistancehealing.com/packages/. You agree to pay Paititi Institute the fees for the  
program you select on your intake application, such as the complete Distance Healing Journey, 
One-on-One Spiritual Coaching packages, or individual sessions in Spiritual Coaching through  
Shamanic Dream Exploration and Nutritional Coaching. Such fees will be billed online via credit 
card prior to the first session and payment must be received prior to any scheduled appointments 
in order to commence services. If you wish to change the package you selected in your intake form 
please notify us in writing.

If you purchase a package and then find yourself unable to start your program for any reason, you 
may take advantage of a one-time offer to put your program on hold for up to 3 months. Credits will 
not be carried out further than 3 months. Please note that interrupting the program in the middle 
of the program may not provide you with the most optimal results but we will allow you to put it 
on hold for up to 3 months. Because we have an extensive application process to determine fit, 
readiness, and willingness, program and pre-paid private coaching or individual facilitation fees are 
non-refundable. You are free to disengage at any point if you feel that it is in your highest good, and 
we simply request that you communicate any changes in your commitment, but, again, you will not 
be entitled to a refund. Should you “no show” for scheduled appointments without prior notice 2 
times or fail to respond to our communication 3 times or more in any given month, we reserve the 
right to put the Distance Healing Journey, or whatever long-term program you purchased, on hold 
for 3 months. If at the end of the 3-month period, you have not communicated with us, then we 
reserve the right to terminate your participation in the program without a refund.

Your facilitators will show up to your distance healing sessions free from distractions and respectfully 
request that you do the same. A session in a public venue with distractions and background noise 
is not efficient for the level of focus and energetic attention we are committed to delivering to you 
in this program. The use of a headset during our calls is recommended, as is the coordination on 
your part to ensure that you have a private space from which to experience your call and a robust 
internet connection. Please be aware that a number of your facilitators will be working from Peru 
where infrastructure is not as advanced and internet speeds are slower. It is possible there may be 
small glitches at times however most of the time skype with voice only works great. When calling 
from Peru facilitators will not be able to use video features on skype.
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We agree that we will each show up at the mutually scheduled time for our session(s) and if we 
have to reschedule we will do so with a minimum of 24 hours notice and ask the same of you. We 
certainly understand that emergencies do arise and will accommodate those on a case-by-case 
basis. We agree to communicate with you in timely ways and ask for your understanding that some 
of the facilitators of the program live and work in remote areas of Peru for a portion of the year. 
There are times that communications may be delayed with one of your facilitators due to the nature 
and lifework of traditional healing paths, and we will inform you if someone you are working with is 
expected to be traveling or will be off the grid from internet connection.

We will schedule sessions with you via email and send confirmations that include the time, date, 
time zone and method of contact we will be using for our session. When coordinating appointments 
we do so at least 48 hours from the time the communication is sent and request the same of you 
when contacting us with a request. Due to the global nature of this program we require at least 48 
hours to make appointments. Should you “no-show” for two appointments (without notification or 
rescheduling) we may take steps to put your participation in the program on hold or terminate it, as 
further described above. 

If you find yourself needing immediate attention we ask that you email us about your situation and 
indicate that it is “URGENT” in the subject field of the email you send to us and we will contact you 
as soon as possible. Please copy all of your facilitators in your “URGENT” communications. If you 
ever find that you are in need of immediate attention we can accommodate your request within 1-4 
days. There is a 30-minute minimum charge, and calls are charged in 30-minute increments, as 
further described on our website www.paititidistancehealing.com/packages/.

*If you find yourself in immediate danger or overwhelming distress please contact 9-1-1 if in the 
USA (or equivalent emergency number in your home country) or find support that is appropriate to 
your situation at the Lifeline Crisis Chat Center 24-7, follow this link to locate resources for a  
variety of special needs intervention outlets that are available to you any time of day, 365 days a 
year - http://www.crisischat.org/find-resources/

We welcome your input and questions along the way. Our relationship is a collaborative one, and 
the more you put into your Distance Healing Journey the more you will receive from it. It is our 
expectation that you will reach out to your team when you feel called to or require support. We also 
encourage you to share the insights, questions, sense of success and challenge.

Lastly we agree to receive you with openness and respect if you feel called to challenge our point of 
view. You are your own best expert and we are dedicated to empowering your maturation through the 
nature of our engagement with you. You are welcome to approach us with feedback and insights for 
how we can bring greater value to your experience and request that you complete feedback forms we 
will share with you. If at any time, you have a dispute with one or more members of the Distance Heal-
ing team, we require you to promptly bring that dispute to the Distance Healing team by requesting  
through email a mediation to resolve a dispute. There will be no charge for mediation.  

By signing below you acknowledge that you have read and agree to the terms of this Engagement 
Agreement, and will honor them in the relationships you develop with us at Paititi Institute.

Client Signature: _________________________________________________________________________

PRINT Client Legal Name: _________________________________________Date:___________________
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distance healing journey waiver & release
 
All services provided in the Distance Healing Journey by Paititi Institute utilize principles, methods 
and tools of the Evolutionary Healing Model based on traditional indigenous healing wisdom,  
Shamanic dreamwork and holistic wellness knowledge. They are meant to challenge, uplift, and 
support a healing transformation in you as a participant. However, services rendered through the 
offerings of the Distance Healing Journey are not meant to substitute for psychiatric or 
medical treatments. It is imperative to be under the supervision of a medical health professional or 
a professional counselor if major mental or physical health issues are involved or if you make any  
major changes to your medical or psychiatric treatment. Spiritual and life coaching as well as 
traditional healing models may augment your therapy, but the work of a facilitated coaching is not 
meant to address major physical or mental issues on its own. In that spirit, please read the  
following and sign below if you agree to each statement and wish to proceed with the Distance 
Healing Journey:

The information provided in written and spoken form through the Distance Healing Journey is of a 
general nature and designed for educational purposes only. The facilitators who serve within the 
Paititi Institute, including the Distance Healing Journey are not necessarily licensed by your state or 
country as healing arts practitioners, coaches, facilitators, therapists or medical doctors or  
psychologists. If you have any concerns about your own health, you should consult directly with a 
qualified physician or other licensed health care professional in your area.

All services and programs of the Paititi Institute are provided solely with the understanding that  
its facilitators and coaches are not engaged in rendering medical, counseling, legal or other  
professionally regulated services or advice. Such services and programs are intended solely as a 
general educational aid and are not intended as medical or healthcare advice and are not to be 
used for medical diagnosis or treatment for any individual problem or condition. Moreover they are 
not intended as a substitute for professional therapeutic or medical advice and/or services from a 
qualified healthcare provider familiar with your unique medical history and current condition. Always 
seek the advice of your physician or other qualified healthcare provider regarding any medical  
condition and especially before changing your current treatment or starting any new treatment. 

Paititi Institute, its members and its affiliates, assume no responsibility for any consequence, direct 
or indirect, relating to any action or inaction you take based on the use of any content available 
from the Distance Healing Journey and other offerings of Paititi Institute. You are responsible to 
bear all the risks associated with the use of any content (oral or written), including any reliance on 
the accuracy, completeness and/or usefulness of such content. 

Additionally, in no event will Paititi Institute, its contractors, employees, associates or affiliates 
be liable for any direct, special, indirect, incidental, punitive, or consequential damages arising 
from acts or omissions directly or indirectly caused by your participation in the Distance  
Healing Journey including but not limited to personal injury, death, illness, mental distress, 
emotional distress, economic damages or any other such damages, howsoever caused and 
on any theory of liability, whether for breach of contract, tort (including negligence and strict 
liability), malpractice, wrongful death or otherwise. The above provision includes acts or 
omissions any affiliate of Paititi Institute and any other organization that promotes Paititi  
Institute products and services. This liability limitation will apply whether or not Paititi Institute 
has been advised of the possibility of such damages and notwithstanding any failure of  
essential purpose of any limited remedy. _____ I initial that I understand and agree to this provision.
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Please initial each and sign below:

_____ I understand that any and all services I will be receiving through the Distance Healing Journey  
are not offered as a substitute for physical and/or mental health care. I also understand that my 
coaches and facilitators are not acting as medical doctors or psychotherapists, and do not purport 
to offer mental health care or medical advice.

_____ I have reviewed and agreed to the content of the confidentiality agreement enclosed in the 
Distance Healing Journey Client Engagement Packet.

_____ I understand and agree that I am fully responsible for my well being throughout the Distance 
Healing Journey, which includes during my participation on coaching calls, and that I am personally 
responsible for my choices and actions.

_____ I understand that all comments and ideas offered by my facilitators in written and verbal form 
are solely for the educational purpose of aiding me in achieving my defined goals (as I outlined in 
this document). I acknowledge that I have the right and the ability to provide my informed consent, 
and hereby give such informed consent to each facilitator/coach/administrator to assist me in 
achieving my defined goals.

_____ I hereby release, waive, hold harmless and forever discharge Paititi Institute, their agents, 
successors, assignees, personal representatives, executors, heirs, contractors, and employees 
from every claim, suit action, demand or right to compensation for damages I may claim to have 
or that I may have arising out of actions, omissions, or commissions taken by myself or by anyone 
else as a result of the advice given by the Distance Healing Journey or Paititi Institute or otherwise 
resulting from any coaching relationship contemplated hereunder. I further declare that I accept 
the limitation on liability set forth above in bold and represent that no promise, inducement or 
agreement not herein expressed has been made to me to enter into this release. The release made 
pursuant to this paragraph shall bind my heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors, 
assignees, and agents.

____ I hereby release Paititi Institute of any liability should I decide to establish a personal or  
working relationship with any of the facilitators or coaches outside of the agreed upon, enrolled and 
paid for services.

This Waiver and Release is governed by the laws of the country of Peru without regard to its choice 
of laws provisions.  If the parties to this Agreement cannot resolve a dispute, all disputes will be 
resolved by a court of competent jurisdiction in the country of Peru.  

I UNDERSTAND, ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE TO THE PROVISIONS IN THIS WAIVER 
AND RELEASE:

Client Signature: _________________________________________________________________________

PRINT Client Legal Name: _________________________________________Date:___________________ 
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confidentiality agreement

The Distance Healing Journey is a program offering of Paititi Institute. This program is delivered by 
a dedicated team who work together to serve you and your goals. To serve you the best, this team 
needs to communicate with each other about your progress.

The services performed under this Engagement Packet are not subject to the United States laws 
governing the privacy of health care information such as, HIPPA, or other such confidential laws 
and regulations. However, your confidentiality is important to us. We maintain confidentiality and 
make every effort possible to communicate within secure email platforms when discussing your 
progress and our application are stored on encrypted servers. 

Participants should be aware that calls held on via phone lines or online services such as Skype are 
not considered secure systems. The conversations that we have with you via phone, email commu-
nications and coaching sessions are otherwise confidential and will be protected from disclosure to 
people who do not need to know such information, whether inside or outside of Paititi Institute. 

All phone correspondence during orientation and council calls may be recorded for our quality 
assurance and training purposes only. These recordings may be made available to you for your 
personal records. 

In the event that the disclosure and release of confidential information is thought advisable or 
required outside of the scope of what is set forth in this agreement, we will seek your express 
written consent or provide you with an official court order requiring such disclosure or release.

If at any point you feel that it would be advantageous for us to discuss your Distance Healing  
Journey with other professionals in your life you may request a “Release of Confidential Client  
Information Form” with us. 

Please take note that the following are instances where we may be obligated by law to break our 
confidentiality agreement without your permission:
• If at any time during the course of your engagement with the Distance Healing Journey or any 

other Paititi Institute offering, it is determined that you are a danger to yourself or others.

• If this occurs you will be informed of our concern and we will make every effort possible to keep 
you from endangering your life or the life of others. This may involve contacting the police in your 
area and/or the emergency contacts we have on file for you.

• If it is assessed during your participation/engagement with us that abuse or neglect of children 
or elders is occurring in your home or under your responsibility. 

• If you threaten to harm, terrorize or kill another individual and or place in any way and we are  
convinced that you will act on this threat or that you may lose control of your actions.

• Any other obligations imposed on us by local, state, or federal law. 

This Confidentiality Agreement is governed by the laws of the country of Peru without regard to its 
choice of law provisions.  If the parties to this Agreement cannot resolve a dispute, all disputes will 
be resolved by a court of competent jurisdiction in the country of Peru.

I UNDERSTAND, ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE TO THE PROVISIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT :

Client Signature: _________________________________________________________________________

PRINT Client Legal Name: _________________________________________Date:___________________ 
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